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In the beginning….. 

• From water came life 

• Water as having life 

• Spiritual use 

• Sustaining life 

• Female connected 

• Born in water 

• Water as power of Creation 

• Water as healing 

 





The Story 

• All life is circular, in form and articulation 

• Even things that seem to disappear come 

back to nourish new life 

• Life takes many forms 

• There is a ‘beautiful dependency’ 

• Nature will regulate to abundance 

 

 



The Conversation 



Cape Breton Highlands 



PEI 





• “In China, 320 million people are without 
access to clean drinking water and 190 
million people are drinking water severely 
contaminated with hazardous chemicals.” – 
Greenpeace 

• “Underground water in 57 percent of 
monitoring sites across Chinese cities have 
been found polluted or extremely polluted.” -
 Economic Information Daily/Xinhua quoting 
Chinese Ministry of Environmental Protection 

http://www.greenpeace.org/eastasia/campaigns/toxics/problems/water-pollution/
http://www.china.org.cn/environment/2012-05/29/content_25505409.htm




Sea Star Wasting Syndrome 

Populations of several different species 

have been wiped. Occurrences have been 

noted as far north as Sitka Sound, Alaska, 

but it's more common in British Columbia, 

where it's been confirmed from Port Hardy 

in the north and as far south as Montague 

Harbour, a marine park off Galiano Island, 

one of the Gulf Islands. (The Canadian 

Press  May 2014) 



Starfish Strandings England 
2009 





Fracking – drilling slurry Pennsylvania – 
Congress confirms carcinogenic chemicals 

leaching into water supply 



Lake Erie – 2014 Toxic Algeal 
Blooms 



Carlton River System – Nova 
Scotia 



Drought -2012 – worst 
recorded - NASA 
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World Drought Severity 
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Water Pressures 

While the world's population tripled in the 

20th century, the use of renewable water 

resources has grown six-fold. Within the 

next fifty years, the world population will 

increase by another 40 to 50 %. This 

population growth - coupled with 

industrialization and urbanization - will 

result in an increasing demand for water 

and will have serious consequences on the 

environment.  (World Water Council 



Amphibian extinctions 

The totality of these changes leads these researchers to believe 

that Earth is now in a major extinction episode similar to five other 

mass extinction events in the planet's history. And amphibians are 

leading the field -- one estimate indicates they are disappearing at 

more than 200 times that of the average extinction rate. (Science 

Daily 2011) 





All My Relations 



In the end… 

• A message of dying 

• Finality 

• Diminishment of life forms 

• There is a destructive heirarchy 

• Scarcity 

• Sickness 

• Plunder 

• ……..this is the story water tells us about 
ourselves 

 

 



Current Efforts 

• Multi-stakeholder collaborations 

• Legislated authority 

• Government legislation, policies and strategies 

• Grassroots influence 

• Principle-based thought papers 

• Special advisory committees 

• Project-based initiatives 

• Industry partnerships 

• Water champions 

 









Principles 

• It is not water that needs to managed, it is 

ourselves 

• Balance 

• Duality 

• Decisions must be good for the next seven 

generations 

• Use only what you need 

 




